
MINITOURS MINITOURS

6 7

Limoncello 2 Days / 1 Night 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Blue Grotto > Capri > Rome

Limoncello Luxury    

2 Days / 1 Night 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Blue Grotto > Capri > Rome

For technical reasons, the order of  
the tour could be reversed.

Only one piece of luggage  
per person allowed.

Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms.

For technical reasons, the order of  
the tour could be reversed.

Only one piece of luggage  
per person allowed.

Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms.

HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO
 

HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO
 

INCLUDES 
TRANSPORT
TOUR DIRECTOR DURING  
THE FIRST AND LAST DAY
PROFESSIONAL GUIDES
HEADSETS IN POMPEII
ENTRANCE TICKETS  
WITH SKIP THE LINE

INCLUDES 
TRANSPORT
TOUR DIRECTOR DURING THE 
FIRST AND LAST DAY
PROFESSIONAL GUIDES
HEADSETS IN POMPEII
ENTRANCE TICKETS WITH SKIP 
THE LINE

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017
DAILY

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO

See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing 
the fertile Roman countryside and the area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages and arriving in Naples, one 
of the largest and well-known cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour climbing up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples 
with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida and the city below; time to take some nice pictures and then return to Mergellina where you 
will have time for a short walk on the marina, before being boarded to the bus heading to the restaurant for lunch. The lunch break will be 
served in a first class hotel in Ercolano, set in monumental grounds with one of the best examples of what eclectic gardens were during the 
1700s. After lunch you will reach Pompeii to enter into the world-famous site with skip the line tickets. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, 
traveling back in time to the tragic days in 79 AD when the silent Mount Vesuvius suddenly erupted, covering the prosperous Roman city 
in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You’ll learn how people lived at that 
time, visiting houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the 
dreadful day. After the visit, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an 
overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO > CAPRI > ROME

After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy 
“Grotta Azzurra” (Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue 
reflection. After returning to the port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll 
see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of some free 
time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping. Then you’ll return to Marina Grande back to the mainland to return to Rome.

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO

See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing the fertile Roman 
countryside and the area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages and arriving in Naples, one of the largest and well-known 
cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour climbing up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida 
and the city below; time to take some nice pictures and then return to Mergellina where you will have time for a short walk on the marina, before being 
boarded to the bus heading to the restaurant for lunch. The lunch break will be served in a first class hotel in Ercolano, set in monumental grounds with one 
of the best examples of what eclectic gardens were during the 1700s. After lunch you will reach Pompeii to enter into the world-famous site with skip the line 
tickets. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, traveling back in time to the tragic days in 79 AD when the silent Mount Vesuvius suddenly erupted, covering the 
prosperous Roman city in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You’ll learn how people lived 
at that time, visiting houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the dreadful 
day. After the visit, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO > CAPRI > ROME

After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” 
(Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the 
port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before 
continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping. Then 
you’ll return to Marina Grande back to the mainland to return to Rome.

ROME > ROME ROME > ROME

+3 MEALS +3 MEALS

1st CATEGORY
MICHELANGELO 4
GH VESUVIO 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
HILTON SORRENTO PALACE 4S

1st CATEGORY
DBL / TPL  € 333,00
SUP SGL  € 54 (NOT COMMISSIONABLE)

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
DBL / TPL  € 440,00
SUP SGL  € 85 (NOT COMMISSIONABLE)

LOCAL ASSISTANT  
IN SORRENTO
FERRY TICKETS
BLUE GROTTO (WEATHER PERMITTING)

1 OVERNIGHT IN HOTEL
2 LUNCHES AND 1 DINNER

LOCAL ASSISTANT  
IN SORRENTO
FERRY TICKETS
BLUE GROTTO (WEATHER PERMITTING)

1 OVERNIGHT IN HOTEL
2 LUNCHES AND 1 DINNER

ROME SORRENTONAPLES CAPRI CAPRI (BLUE GROTTO)POMPEII



ROME

AMALFISORRENTO

TOUR ROUTE - LUXURY COACH

ROME > NAPLES

NAPLES > POMPEII

POMPEII > SORRENTO

SORRENTO > AMALFI

230 KM

25 KM

25 KM

35 KM

142 MI

15 MI

15 MI

21 MI

3 hrs

40 min

1,5 hrs

2 hrs

POMPEII

NAPLES

CAPRI



MINITOURS MINITOURS

Dolce Vita 3 Days / 2 Nights 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Blue Grotto > Capri > Rome

Dolce Vita Luxury 3 Days / 2 Nights 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Blue Grotto > Capri > Rome

For technical reasons, the order of the tour could be reversed.

Only one piece of luggage per person allowed.

Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms.
For technical reasons, the order of the tour could be reversed.

Only one piece of luggage per person allowed.

Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms.HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO
 

HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO
 

INCLUDES 
TRANSPORT
TOUR DIRECTOR DURING THE 
FIRST AND LAST DAY
PROFESSIONAL GUIDES
HEADSETS IN POMPEII

INCLUDES 
TRANSPORT
TOUR DIRECTOR DURING THE 
FIRST AND LAST DAY
PROFESSIONAL GUIDES
HEADSETS IN POMPEII

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017
DAILY

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO

See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing the fertile Roman 
countryside and the area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages and arriving in Naples, one of the largest and well-known 
cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour climbing up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida 
and the city below; time to take some nice pictures and then return to Mergellina where you will have time for a short walk on the marina, before being 
boarded to the bus heading to the restaurant for lunch. The lunch break will be served in a first class hotel in Ercolano, set in monumental grounds with one 
of the best examples of what eclectic gardens were during the 1700s. After lunch you will reach Pompeii to enter into the world-famous site with skip the line 
tickets. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, traveling back in time to the tragic days in 79 AD when the silent Mount Vesuvius suddenly erupted, covering the 
prosperous Roman city in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You’ll learn how people lived 
at that time, visiting houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the dreadful 
day. After the visit, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO > CAPRI > SORRENTO

After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” 
(Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the 
port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before 
continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping. Then 
you’ll return to Marina Grande back to the mainland to return to Sorrento for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3  
SORRENTO > ROME

Breakfast at the hotel and free time. Departure back to Rome in the afternoon.

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO

See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing the fertile Roman 
countryside and the area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages and arriving in Naples, one of the largest and well-known 
cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour climbing up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida 
and the city below; time to take some nice pictures and then return to Mergellina where you will have time for a short walk on the marina, before being 
boarded to the bus heading to the restaurant for lunch. The lunch break will be served in a first class hotel in Ercolano, set in monumental grounds with one 
of the best examples of what eclectic gardens were during the 1700s. After lunch you will reach Pompeii to enter into the world-famous site with skip the line 
tickets. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, traveling back in time to the tragic days in 79 AD when the silent Mount Vesuvius suddenly erupted, covering the 
prosperous Roman city in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You’ll learn how people lived 
at that time, visiting houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the dreadful 
day. After the visit, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO > CAPRI > SORRENTO

After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” 
(Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the 
port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before 
continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping. Then 
you’ll return to Marina Grande back to the mainland to return to Sorrento for dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 3  
SORRENTO > ROME

Breakfast at the hotel and free time. Departure back to Rome in the afternoon.

ROME > ROME ROME > ROME

+4 MEALS +4 MEALS

1st CATEGORY
MICHELANGELO 4
GH VESUVIO 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
HILTON SORRENTO PALACE 4S

1st CATEGORY
DBL / TPL  € 436,00
SUP SGL  € 105 (NOT COMMISSIONABLE)

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
DBL / TPL  € 641,00
SUP SGL  € 170 (NOT COMMISSIONABLE)

ENTRANCE TICKETS WITH 
SKIP THE LINE
LOCAL ASSISTANT IN 
SORRENTO
FERRY TICKETS
BLUE GROTTO (WEATHER PERMITTING) 

ENTRANCE TICKETS WITH 
SKIP THE LINE
LOCAL ASSISTANT IN 
SORRENTO
FERRY TICKETS

ROME SORRENTONAPLES CAPRI CAPRI (BLUE GROTTO)POMPEII

2 OVERNIGHTS IN HOTEL 
2 LUNCHES AND  
2 DINNERS

BLUE GROTTO (WEATHER PERMITTING)

2 OVERNIGHTS IN HOTEL
2 LUNCHES AND 2 DINNERS



MINITOURS MINITOURS

 Isola Bella & Capri Dream 
Discover the pearl of the Mediterranean Sea Isola Bella with Blue Grotto included!   

3 Days / 2 Nights Rome > Capri > Rome

For technical reasons, the order of  
the tour could be reversed.

Only one piece of luggage  
per person allowed.

Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms.

HOTEL CITY 
CAPRI
 

INCLUDES 
DEPARTURE FROM ROME TO 
CAPRI WITH OUR REGULAR 
TOUR N° 12 - VISIT OF BLUE 
GROTTO INCLUDED!
TOUR DIRECTOR DURING THE 
FIRST AND LAST DAY

HIGH SEASON 
DAILY

SHOULDER SEASON 
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > CAPRI

After leaving Rome and driving along the “Sun Route” motorway, we will cross the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival at the Port of 
Naples to take a ferry to Capri: a world-famous VIP Island on the Gulf of Naples, celebrated as an exclusive resort since the Roman Em-
perors times. Arrived in Capri we make our way directly to the Blue Grotto (depending on sea and weather conditions). The Blue Grotto 
or the Grotta Azzura is a rich and thrilling experience that only comes once in a lifetime. From the small seaport of Marina Grande we will 
continue on board of a minibus reaching Anacapri, little town located high on the hills. After lunch you will have free time at your disposal. 
Arrival at the hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 2  
CAPRI ISLAND 
Breakfast at the hotel and spend the day exploring Capri at your leisure.

DAY 3  
CAPRI > ROME 
Breakfast at your hotel and free time. Departure back to Rome in the afternoon. Estimated arrival in the late evening, depending on traffic.

ROME > ROME

+1 MEALNEW!

TOURIST CATEGORY
LA BOUGANVILLE 3

1st CATEGORY
CAPRI 4

TOURIST CATEGORY 
31/5/2017 - 29/10/2017
SGL  € 586,00
DBL  € 469,00
TPL  € 429,00

1st CATEGORY 
1/4/2017 - 29/10/2017
SGL  € 685,00
DBL  € 548,00
TPL  € 502,00

TOURIST CATEGORY 
1/4/2017 - 30/5/2017 
SGL € 536,00
DBL € 419,00
TPL € 403,00

VISIT OF CAPRI WITH A 
PROFESSIONAL GUIDE
FERRY TICKETS
1 LUNCH ON THE FIRST DAY
2 NIGHTS IN CAPRI BB



MINITOURS MINITOURS

Capri Dream with Blue Grotto included!   

2 Days / 1 Night Rome > Capri > Rome

For technical reasons, the order of  
the tour could be reversed.

Only one piece of luggage  
per person allowed.

Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms.

HOTEL CITY 
CAPRI
 

INCLUDES 
DEPARTURE FROM ROME TO 
CAPRI WITH OUR REGULAR 
TOUR N° 12 - VISIT OF BLUE 
GROTTO INCLUDED!
TOUR DIRECTOR DURING THE 
FIRST AND LAST DAY

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 30/10/2017
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > CAPRI

After leaving Rome and driving along the “Sun Route” motorway, we will cross the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival at the Port 
of Naples to take a ferry to Capri: a world-famous VIP Island on the Gulf of Naples, celebrated as an exclusive resort since the Roman 
Emperors times. Arrived in Capri  we make our way directly to the Blue Grotto (depending on sea and weather conditions). The Blue 
Grotto or the Grotta Azzura is a rich and thrilling experience that only comes once in a lifetime. From the small seaport of Marina Grande 
we will continue on board of a minibus reaching Anacapri, little town located high on the hills. After lunch you will have free time at your 
disposal. Arrival at the hotel and overnight stay.

DAY 2  
CAPRI > ROME 
Breakfast at your hotel and free time. Departure back to Rome in the afternoon. Estimated arrival in the late evening, depending on traffic.

ROME > ROME

TOURIST CATEGORY
LA BOUGANVILLE 3

1st CATEGORY
CAPRI 4

TOURIST CATEGORY 
SGL  € 404,00
DBL  € 349,00
TPL  € 337,00

1st CATEGORY 
SGL  € 478,00
DBL  € 405,00
TPL  € 381,00

VISIT OF CAPRI WITH A 
PROFESSIONAL GUIDE
FERRY TICKETS
1 LUNCH ON THE FIRST DAY
1 NIGHT IN CAPRI BB

+1 MEALNEW!



MINITOURS MINITOURS

 Ischia 
The wonders of the island of “Il Postino” 

Ischia: Sea & Wellness 
3 Days / 2 Nights Rome > Capri > Rome

For technical reasons, the order  
of the tour could be reversed.

Only one piece of luggage  
per person allowed.

Price valid for maximum of 2 rooms.

HOTEL CITY 
ISCHIA

INCLUDES 
TRANSFER ROUNDTRIP FROM 
ROME HOTEL / DEPARTURE  
POINT (MOTOR COACH)
ROUNDTRIP FERRY  
NAPLES TO ISCHIA  
TRANSFER IN AND OUT 
IN ISCHIA

HIGH SEASON 
26/7/2017 - 6/9/2017
DAILY

SHOULDER SEASON 
14/4/2017 - 25/7/2017
7/9/2017 - 29/10/2017
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > ISCHIA

After leaving Rome and driving along the “Sun Route” motorway, we will cross the regions of Lazio and Campania. Arrival at the Port of 
Naples to take a ferry to Ischia, the largest and - as many say - the most beautiful island in the Bay of Naples, with its six districts with lots 
of interesting points and charm. Ischia, from time immemorial, is also renowned for its curative mineral springs. From the small seaport we 
will continue on board of a minivan to the hotel. Afternoon at your disposal, dinner and overnight stay.

DAY 2  
ISCHIA ISLAND

Breakfast at the hotel and, then, relax your mind from everyday’s thoughts dipping into an atmosphere of pure wellbeing by enjoying a 
journey of a thousand sensations at Aphrodite Apollon Thermal Park, to regain and keep your mental and physical balance. Dinner and 
overnight stay.

DAY 3  
ISCHIA > ROME

Breakfast at your hotel and free time. Departure back to Rome in the afternoon. Arrival estimated in late evening/night according to traffic. 

ROME > ROME

+2 MEALS

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
MIRAMARE SEA RESORT AND SPA 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR 
SGL  ON REQUEST
DBL  € 836,00
TPL  € 753,00

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR  
SGL  ON REQUEST
DBL  € 803,00
TPL  € 725,00

2 NIGHTS HOTEL 
MIRAMARE SEA RESORT 
AND SPA: HOTEL 
MIRAMARE OR APOLLON 
CLUB
ACCOMODATION: 
PRESTIGE ROOM
HALF BOARD

ENTRANCE TO THE 
“APHRODITE APOLLON 
THERMAL PARK” 
ONE OF THEM MOST BEAUTIFUL 
PLACES OF THE ISLAND WITH LUSH 
GARDENS INCLUDING 12 POOLS AT 
A TEMPERATURE BETWEEN 20° AND 
42°. YOU WILL HAVE A RELAXING 
AND EXCITING EXPERIENCE USING 
ALL THERMAL PARK’SERVICES: 
POOLS, NATURAL SAUNAS KNEIPP, 
WATERFALLS, WHIRLPOOLS, LAP POOL 
WITH SEA WATER, GYM, HEALTH CLUB, 
SPA, NATURIST AREA, INDOOR POOL.



MINITOURS MINITOURS

Amalfi Coast:  

Minori Unesco World Heritage  
3 Days / 2 Nights Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Minori/Amalfi Region > Rome

HOTEL CITY 
MINORI

INCLUDES 
FULL DAY REGULAR EXCURSION 
TO POMPEII WITH LUNCH  
(OUR TOUR N° 13)
2 NIGHTS IN MINORI HB

HIGH SEASON 
31/7/2017 - 30/9/2017  
DAILY 

SHOULDER SEASON 
1/5/2017 - 30/7/2017
1/10/2017 - 30/10/2017
DAILY 

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > MINORI

See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and 
Campania. The first stop is Naples, one of the most enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, 
culture and gastronomy, where you will take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty from the comfort of your coach climbing up 
the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, 
and the skyline is dominated by the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning 
pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, and after a short walk along the pictoresque coast road, you will leave the city and 
travel south toward Mount Vesuvius, to reach the town of Ercolano where we will stop for lunch. The restaurant is in a first class hotel in 
Herculaneum, situated in a marvelous environment and surrounded by wonderful gardens dating back to 1700. Then head to Pompeii 
and skip the line to one of the most important archaeological sites in Europe and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Through the remains 
and ruins of this ancient city you will learn how the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and 
burying it under tons of ash. The site was lost for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the objects beneath the city have been 
well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient 
houses, bakeries and shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine 
Coast, arriving to Minori. Check-in at your hotel, dinner and overnight.

DAY 2  
MINORI

Enjoy a leisurely day exploring the wonderful city of Minori, home to the splendid Villa Marittima Romana, an ancient roman villa considered 
to be one of the most important monuments on the whole Amalfi Coast. Minori is a popular tourist destination for pastry products, delights 
that attract many tourists every year in search of the coastal flavours. For this reason it is known as the City of Taste , and for its mild and 
pleasant climate is called Eden of the Amalfi Coast. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 3  
MINORI > ROME

After breakfast at your hotel, spend a leisurely morning doing some last minute sightseeing or some shopping in Minori. Around 2:00 in 
the afternoon, departure for Pompeii, continuing on to Rome, where the tour will come to an end (Estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm).

ROME > ROME

1st CATEGORY 
VILLA ROMANA 4

1ST CATEGORY
SGL   € 818,00
DBL   € 512,00
TPL   € 416,00

1ST CATEGORY
SGL  € 915,00
DBL  € 554,00
TPL  € 445,00

ROUNDTRIP TRANSFER 
POMPEII / MINORI HOTEL  
BY PRIVATE CAR

TRANSFER BACK FROM 
POMPEII TO ROME BY DELUXE 
MOTOR COACH

+3 MEALSNEW!



MINITOURS MINITOURS

Paparazzi 5 Days / 4 Nights 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Amalfi > Capri > Rome

HOTEL CITY 
AMALFI
 
CAPRI
 

INCLUDES 
FULL DAY REGULAR  
EXCURSION TO POMPEII  
WITH LUNCH (OUR TOUR N° 13)

HIGH SEASON 
DAILY

SHOULDER SEASON 
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > AMALFI
See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The first stop is Naples, one of the most enchanting 
cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty from the comfort of your coach climbing up 
the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, and the skyline is dominated by the majestic and still active volcano 
Vesuvius, offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, and after a short walk along the pictoresque coast road, you will leave the city and travel 
south toward Mount Vesuvius, to reach the town of Ercolano where we will stop for lunch. The restaurant is in a first class hotel in Herculaneum, situated in a marvelous environment and surrounded by 
wonderful gardens dating back to 1700. Then head to Pompeii and skip the line to one of the most important archaeological sites in Europe and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Through the remains and 
ruins of this ancient city you will learn how the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons of ash. The site was lost for about 1,500 years until its 
initial rediscovery and the objects beneath the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, 
bakeries and shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. Leaving Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving to Amalfi. Check-in at your hotel, dinner and overnight.

DAY 2  
AMALFI
Enjoy a leisurely day exploring the wonderful ancient Capital of the Maritime Republic of Amalfi, taking in the city’s main sites, plunging into the waters of the gulf of Salerno, or sipping on some of the 

locally-produced limoncello. Return to your hotel for some well-deserved rest. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 3  
AMALFI > CAPRI
After breakfast at your hotel, spend the morning strolling the streets of Amalfi, visiting charming places you might have missed the day before. Around 11:30 am, board the bus to Sorrento, where you will 
board on the ferry to Capri. Check-in at your new hotel and enjoy a night of good sleep.

DAY 4  
CAPRI ISLAND

Set out early to discover the beauty of Capri at your own pace. Depending on weather and sea conditions, you could choose an optional visit on a small rowboat to the famous and 
mysterious Blue Grotto. Return to your hotel for your last evening in Capri.

DAY 5 
CAPRI > ROME
After breakfast at the hotel, spend a leisurely morning doing some last minute sightseeing or shopping in Capri. Between 4:00/4:30 in the afternoon, board on the ferry to Naples and then you will head to 
Rome, where the tour will come to an end (Estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm). 

ROME > ROME

+3 MEALS

TOURIST CATEGORY
FONTANA 3 
LIDO MARE 3

LA BOUGANVILLE  3

1st CATEGORY 
LA BUSSOLA 4

CAPRI 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
LUNA CONVENTO 4

VILLA SAN FELICE 4

TOURIST CATEGORY
29/5/2017 - 28/10/2017
SGL  € 1.141,00
DBL  € 849,00
TPL  € 747,00

TOURIST CATEGORY
29/3/2017 - 28/5/2017

SGL  € 1.029,00
DBL  € 761,00
TPL  € 677,00

1ST CATEGORY
11/4/2017 - 30/9/2017
SGL  € 1.352,00
DBL  € 972,00
TPL  € 858,00

1ST CATEGORY
17/3/2017 - 10/4/2017
1/10/2017 - 30/10/2017
SGL  € 1.166,00
DBL  € 861,00
TPL  € 791,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
31/5/2017 - 1/10/2017
SGL  € 2.474,00
DBL  € 1.500,00
TPL  € 1.306,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
1/4/2017 - 30/5/2017
2/10/2017 - 30/10/2017
SGL  € 2.347,00
DBL  € 1.427,00
TPL  € 1.250,00

TRANSFER FROM POMPEII  
TO AMALFI HOTEL BY 
PRIVATE CAR
2 NIGHTS IN AMALFI HB
TRANSFER FROM AMALFI 
HOTEL TO CAPRI HOTEL

FERRY TICKETS SORRENTO/
CAPRI & CAPRI/NAPLES
2 NIGHTS IN CAPRI BB
TRANSFER BACK FROM NAPLES 
TO ROME BY DELUXE MOTOR 
COACH

Marvellous Amalfi 3 Days / 2 Nights 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Amalfi > Rome

HOTEL CITY 
AMALFI
 

INCLUDES 
FULL DAY REGULAR EXCURSION  
TO POMPEII WITH LUNCH  
(OUR TOUR N° 13)
2 NIGHTS IN AMALFI HB

HIGH SEASON 
DAILY

SHOULDER SEASON 
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > AMALFI

See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The 
first stop is Naples, one of the most enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will 
take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty from the comfort of your coach climbing up the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which 
extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, and the skyline is dominated by the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, 
offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, and after a short walk along the pictoresque coast 
road, you will leave the city and travel south toward Mount Vesuvius, to reach the town of Ercolano where we will stop for lunch. The restaurant is in a first 
class hotel in Herculaneum, situated in a marvelous environment and surrounded by wonderful gardens dating back to 1700. Then head to Pompeii and 
skip the line to one of the most important archaeological sites in Europe and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Through the remains and ruins of this ancient 
city you will learn how the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons of ash. The site was lost 
for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the objects beneath the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient 
streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, bakeries and shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. Leaving 
Pompeii, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving to Amalfi. Check-in at your hotel, dinner and overnight.

DAY 2  
AMALFI

Enjoy a leisurely day exploring the wonderful ancient Capital of the Maritime Republic of Amalfi, taking in the city’s main sites, plunging into the waters of 
the gulf of Salerno, or sipping on some of the locally-produced limoncello. Return to your hotel for some well-deserved rest. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 3  
AMALFI > ROME

After breakfast at your hotel, spend a leisurely morning doing some last minute sightseeing or some shopping in Amalfi. Around 3:00 in the afternoon, 
departure for Pompeii, continuing on to Rome, where the tour will come to an end (Estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm).

ROME > ROME

+3 MEALS

TOURIST CATEGORY
FONTANA 3 
LIDO MARE 3

1st CATEGORY 
LA BUSSOLA 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
LUNA CONVENTO 4

TOURIST CATEGORY
13/4/2017 - 17/4/2017
31/5/2017 - 30/9/2017
SGL  € 661,00
DBL  € 485,00
TPL  € 416,00

TOURIST CATEGORY
1/4/2017 - 12/4/2017
18/4/2017 - 30/5/2017
1/10/2017 - 30/10/2017
SGL  € 596,00
DBL  € 450,00
TPL  € 375,00

1ST CATEGORY
20/5/2017 - 31/10/2017

SGL  € 775,00
DBL  € 561,00
TPL  € 486,00

1ST CATEGORY
17/3/2017 - 19/5/2017

SGL  € 735,00
DBL  € 504,00
TPL  € 436,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
13/4/2017 - 15/10/2017

SGL  € 1.281,00
DBL  € 815,00
TPL  € 693,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
20/3/2017 - 12/4/2017
16/10/2017 - 30/10/2017

SGL  € 1.165,00
DBL  € 740,00
TPL  € 642,00

ROUNDTRIP TRANSFER 
POMPEII / AMALFI HOTEL BY 
PRIVATE CAR

TRANSFER BACK FROM 
POMPEII TO ROME BY DELUXE 
MOTOR COACH



MINITOURS MINITOURS

The Beautiful Coast 5 Days / 4 Nights 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Amalfi > Rome

HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO

AMALFI 

INCLUDES 
FULL DAY REGULAR EXCURSION  
TO POMPEII WITH LUNCH  
(OUR TOUR N° 13)
TRANSFER FROM  
POMPEII TO SORRENTO HOTEL

HIGH SEASON  
DAILY

SHOULDER SEASON 
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO

See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The first stop is Naples, 
one of the most enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will take a short panoramic tour to 
discover its beauty from the comfort of your coach climbing up the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic 
area of Phlegrean fields, and the skyline is dominated by the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. 
Descending towards the port of Mergellina, and after a short walk along the pictoresque coast road, you will leave the city and travel south toward Mount Vesuvius, to reach 
the town of Ercolano where we will stop for lunch. The restaurant is in a first class hotel in Herculaneum, situated in a marvelous environment and surrounded by wonderful 
gardens dating back to 1700. Then head to Pompeii and skip the line to one of the most important archaeological sites in Europe and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Through 
the remains and ruins of this ancient city you will learn how the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons of ash. 
The site was lost for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the objects beneath the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient 
streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, bakeries and shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. After the visit, you will 
drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO 
Spend a leisurely day exploring Sorrento, the jewel of the Sorrentine peninsula, famous for the cultivation of oranges, lemon, and olive trees. You could also opt for a day 
excursion to the nearby island of Capri (not included). Return to your hotel in Sorrento for dinner and an overnight stay.

DAY 3  
SORRENTO > AMALFI 
After breakfast in your hotel, a bus will depart at 10:00 am for the beautiful coastal town of Amalfi. Check-in to your new hotel. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 4  
AMALFI 
Enjoy a leisurely day exploring the wonderful ancient Capital of the Maritime Republic of Amalfi, taking in the city’s main sites, plunging into the waters of the gulf of Salerno, 
or sipping on some of the locally-produced limoncello. Return to your hotel for some well-deserved rest. Dinner and overnight.

DAY 5  
AMALFI > ROME

After breakfast at your hotel, do some last minute sightseeing or shopping in Amalfi. Then, around 3:00 in the afternoon, depart for Pompeii and continue on to Rome, where 
the tour will come to an end (Estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm). 

ROME > ROME

+5 MEALS

TOURIST CATEGORY
VILLA MARIA 3
FONTANA 3 
LIDO MARE 3

1st CATEGORY 
IMPERIAL TRAMONTANO 4S
LA BUSSOLA 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
HILTON SORRENTO PALACE  4S
LUNA CONVENTO  4

TOURIST CATEGORY
11/4/2017 - 16/4/2017
29/5/2017 - 28/9/2017
SGL  € 1.210,00
DBL  € 881,00
TPL  € 816,00

TOURIST CATEGORY
29/3/2017 - 10/4/2017
17/4/2017 - 28/5/2017
29/9/2017 - 28/10/2017
SGL  € 1.145,00
DBL  € 842,00
TPL  € 773,00

1ST CATEGORY
18/5/2017 - 29/10/2017

SGL  € 1.329,00
DBL  € 955,00
TPL  € 881,00

1ST CATEGORY
17/3/2017 - 17/5/2017

SGL  € 1.305,00
DBL  € 916,00
TPL  € 847,00
 

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
12/5/2017 - 31/10/2017

SGL  € 2.131,00
DBL  € 1.368,00
TPL  € 1.199,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
18/3/2017 - 11/5/2017

SGL  € 2.018,00
DBL  € 1.295,00
TPL  € 1.151,00

2 NIGHTS IN SORRENTO HB  
+ 2 NIGHTS IN AMALFI HB
TRANSFER FROM SORRENTO 
HOTEL TO AMALFI HOTEL
BY PRIVATE CAR

TRANSFER FROM AMALFI HOTEL 
TO POMPEII BY PRIVATE CAR
TRANSFER BACK FROM POMPEII 
TO ROME BY DELUXE MOTOR 
COACH

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017 
DAILY

TOURIST CATEGORY
SGL   € 1.115,00
DBL   € 810,00
TPL  € 775,00

1ST CATEGORY
SGL   € 1.260,00
DBL   € 935,00
TPL   € 895,00
 

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
SGL   € 2.091,00
DBL   € 1.351,00
TPL   € 1.193,00

Pulcinella 5 Days / 4 Nights 

Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Capri > Rome

INCLUDES 
FULL DAY REGULAR EXCURSION 
TO POMPEII WITH LUNCH  
(OUR TOUR N° 13)
TRANSFER FROM POMPEII  
TO SORRENTO HOTEL 
2 NIGHTS IN SORRENTO HB

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO 
See southern Italy highlights on your first day minitour from Rome. Departure by coach heading south crossing the regions of Lazio and Campania. The 
first stop is Naples, one of the most enchanting cities in the Mediterranean famous worldwide for its rich history, art, culture and gastronomy, where you will 
take a short panoramic tour to discover its beauty from the comfort of your coach climbing up the Vomero hill. The town overlooks the bay of Naples which 
extends from the Sorrento peninsula to vulcanic area of Phlegrean fields, and the skyline is dominated by the majestic and still active volcano Vesuvius, 
offering an impressive sight perfect to take stunning pictures. Descending towards the port of Mergellina, and after a short walk along the pictoresque coast 
road, you will leave the city and travel south toward Mount Vesuvius, to reach the town of Ercolano where we will stop for lunch. The restaurant is in a first 
class hotel in Herculaneum, situated in a marvelous environment and surrounded by wonderful gardens dating back to 1700. Then head to Pompeii and 
skip the line to one of the most important archaeological sites in Europe and a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Through the remains and ruins of this ancient 
city you will learn how the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 79 AD destroyed the city, killing its inhabitants and burying it under tons of ash. The site was lost 
for about 1,500 years until its initial rediscovery and the objects beneath the city have been well-preserved for centuries. So you can walk along the ancient 
streets for a glimpse into the lives of the Romans, discovering ancient houses, bakeries and shops and imagine the everyday life in the Roman times. After 
the visit, you will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO 
Spend a leisurely day exploring Sorrento, the jewel of the Sorrentine Peninsula that is famous for the cultivation of oranges, lemon, and olive trees. 
Return to your hotel for dinner and an overnight stay.

DAY 3  
SORRENTO > CAPRI 
After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” 
(Blue Grotto), where sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to 
the port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples 
before continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping 
and, in the afternoon, you will check in at your new hotel for a well-deserved rest.

DAY 4  
CAPRI 
Set out early to discover the beauty of Capri at your own pace. Explore the many shops and restaurants of this wonderful island or take a swim in the 
gulf of Naples. If the excursion to the Blue Grotto was not possible on day 3 due to sea conditions, you may choose to take the row boat excursion today. 
Return to your hotel for your last evening in Capri.

DAY 5  
CAPRI > ROME 
After breakfast at your hotel, do some last minute sightseeing or shopping in Capri. Between 4:00/4:30 in the afternoon board on the ferry to Naples and 
then you will head to Rome, where the tour will come to an end (Estimated arrival in Rome is 9:00 pm).

ROME > ROME

+4 MEALS

FULL DAY REGULAR TOUR OF 
CAPRI WITH P/UP FROM HOTEL 
IN SORRENTO AND DROP OFF 
AT HOTEL IN CAPRI
LUNCH AND VISIT TO THE BLUE 
GROTTO INCLUDED
2 NIGHTS IN CAPRI BB

TRANSFER FROM CAPRI HOTEL 
TO CAPRI HARBOUR 
ROUNDTRIP FERRY TICKETS 
CAPRI > NAPLES OR SORRENTO
RETURN NAPLES OR 
SORRENTO / ROME BY  
DELUXE MOTOR COACH

HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO
CAPRI 

TOURIST CATEGORY
VILLA MARIA 3
LA BOUGANVILLE 3

1st CATEGORY 
IMPERIAL TRAMONTANO 4S
CAPRI 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
HILTON SORRENTO PALACE  4S
VILLA SAN FELICE 4



MINITOURS MINITOURS

Jewels of the South Tour 7 Days / 6 Nights 
Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Capri > Positano > Naples 

Blue, White & Emerald Tour 9 Days / 8 Nights 
Rome > Naples > Pompeii > Sorrento > Capri > Positano > Naples  

HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO
CAPRI

POSITANO

HOTEL CITY 
SORRENTO 
CAPRI 
POSITANO 
NAPLES 

INCLUDES 
FULL DAY REGULAR EXC. TO  
POMPEII WITH LUNCH (TOUR N° 13)
2 NIGHTS IN SORRENTO HB
TRANSFER SORRENTO HOTEL /  
HARBOUR

INCLUDES 
FULL DAY REGULAR EXCURSION 
TO POMPEII WITH LUNCH  
(TOUR N° 13)
2 NIGHTS IN SORRENTO HB
TRANSFER SORRENTO HOTEL /
HARBOUR

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017 
DAILY 

HIGH SEASON  
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017 
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO
See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing the fertile Roman countryside and the 
area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages and arriving in Naples, one of the largest and well-known cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour climbing 
up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida and the city below; time to take some nice pictures and then return 
to Mergellina where you will have time for a short walk on the marina, before being boarded to the bus heading to the restaurant for lunch. The lunch break will be served in a first 
class hotel in Ercolano, set in monumental grounds with one of the best examples of what eclectic gardens were during the 1700s. After lunch you will reach Pompeii to enter into 
the world-famous site with skip the line tickets. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, traveling back in time to the tragic days in 79 AD when the silent Mount Vesuvius suddenly 
erupted, covering the prosperous Roman city in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You’ll learn how people lived 
at that time, visiting houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the dreadful day. After the visit, you 
will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO 
Breakfast and dinner at the hotel and day at your disposal. Spend the day exploring Sorrento on your own or taking an optional excursion in the sorroundings.

DAY 3  
SORRENTO > CAPRI 
After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” (Blue Grotto), where 
sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic 
drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can 
take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping and, in the afternoon, you will check in at your new hotel for a well-deserved rest.

DAY 4  
CAPRI 
You will have plenty of time after your hotel breakfast to explore the beauty of Capri, sometimes called the “Garden of Eden,” at your own pace.  Discover the many shops and 
restaurants of this wonderful, sunny island or take a swim in the Gulf of Naples.  If you’d rather take a day trip, you may book a separate excursion to nearby Anacapri, situated on 
the slopes of Monte Solario; the port city of Marina Grande; I Faraglioni, three impressive rock structures that have survived many kinds of erosion but yet still protrude grandly 
out of the sea; or the famous Villa Jovis, a residence built for the emperor Tiberius in the First Century BC. Return to your hotel for one last evening in Capri.

DAY 5  
CAPRI > SORRENTO > POSITANO 
After breakfast, depart to Sorrento by ferry, once on the mainland, you will board on a coach for Positano, driving along the Amalfi Coast on the most famous road in the 
Campania region. In Positano, check-in at your hotel and enjoy the rest of the day at your own pace.

DAY 6  
POSITANO 
See all that Positano has to offer as you set off to explore the ancient fishermen’s village after breakfast. Known for its cubic Empire houses perched upon cliffs looking over 
turquoise water, Positano is the most well-known summer resort area on the whole peninsula. Walk to the heart of town on Via Pasitea and weave your way through the city’s 
narrow streets, terraces, and gardens overlooking the bay. Be sure to buy one of the straw handbags or handmade sandals for which Positano is famous. Return to your hotel for 
one last overnight.

DAY 7  
POSITANO > NAPLES 
Enjoy a final breakfast in your hotel before setting off to Naples, where our tour will conclude.

DAY 1  
ROME > NAPLES > POMPEII > SORRENTO 
See Southern Italy highlights on your minitour from Rome. Your journey begins heading south along the so-called Sun Highway, crossing the fertile Roman countryside and the 
area known as Castelli Romani, dotted with enchanting medieval villages and arriving in Naples, one of the largest and well-known cities in Italy. Short panoramic tour climbing 
up to Vomero hill to enjoy beautiful views over the Gulf of Naples with the Vesuvius, Capri, Ischia and Procida and the city below; time to take some nice pictures and then return 
to Mergellina where you will have time for a short walk on the marina, before being boarded to the bus heading to the restaurant for lunch. The lunch break will be served in a first 
class hotel in Ercolano, set in monumental grounds with one of the best examples of what eclectic gardens were during the 1700s. After lunch you will reach Pompeii to enter into 
the world-famous site with skip the line tickets. Visit the haunting ruins of Pompeii, traveling back in time to the tragic days in 79 AD when the silent Mount Vesuvius suddenly 
erupted, covering the prosperous Roman city in deadly volcanic ashes and poisonous gases, leaving this prosperous city crystallized until our days. You’ll learn how people lived 
at that time, visiting houses and “bars” of the time, admiring frescoes and mosaics to imagine how rich and prosperous was the city before the dreadful day. After the visit, you 
will drive along the Sorrentine Coast, arriving in Sorrento for dinner (dress code: jacket for men) and an overnight in your new hotel.

DAY 2  
SORRENTO 
Breakfast and dinner at the hotel and day at your disposal. Spend the day exploring Sorrento on your own or taking an optional excursion in the sorroundings.

DAY 3  
SORRENTO > CAPRI 
After breakfast you’ll be embarked to Capri island. Depending on weather conditions, you’ll take a boat ride to the popular and dreamy “Grotta Azzurra” (Blue Grotto), where 
sunlight passes into an underwater cavity and shines through the seawater, creating a magical blue reflection. After returning to the port you’ll board on a minibus for a scenic 
drive to Anacapri, 918 feet (280 meters) above the sea level. You’ll see wonderful views of the bay of Naples before continuing to a local restaurant for lunch. After lunch you can 
take advantage of some free time to explore Capri at your leisure or to go shopping and, in the afternoon, you will check in at your new hotel for a well-deserved rest.

DAY 4  
CAPRI 
You will have plenty of time after your hotel breakfast to explore the beauty of Capri, sometimes called the “Garden of Eden,” at your own pace.  Discover the many shops and 
restaurants of this wonderful, sunny island or take a swim in the Gulf of Naples.  If you’d rather take a day trip, you may book a separate excursion to nearby Anacapri, situated on 
the slopes of Monte Solario; the port city of Marina Grande; I Faraglioni, three impressive rock structures that have survived many kinds of erosion but yet still protrude grandly 
out of the sea; or the famous Villa Jovis, a residence built for the emperor Tiberius in the First Century BC. Return to your hotel for one last evening in Capri.

DAY 5  
CAPRI > SORRENTO > POSITANO 
After breakfast, depart to Sorrento by ferry, once on the mainland, you will board on a coach for Positano, driving along the Amalfi Coast on the most famous road in the 
Campania region. In Positano, check-in at your hotel and enjoy the rest of the day at your own pace.

DAY 6 
POSITANO 
See all that Positano has to offer as you set off to explore the ancient fishermen’s village after breakfast. Known for its cubic Empire houses perched upon cliffs looking over 
turquoise water, Positano is the most well-known summer resort area on the whole peninsula. Walk to the heart of town on Via Pasitea and weave your way through the city’s 
narrow streets, terraces, and gardens overlooking the bay. Be sure to buy one of the straw handbags or handmade sandals for which Positano is famous. Return to your hotel for 
one last overnight.

DAY 7  
POSITANO > NAPLES 
Start your day with breakfast at your hotel, and at the designated time, depart for Naples, the third largest city in Italy. Situated along a lovely bay, Naples is known for its islands, 
the neighborhood of Posillipo, and Mount Vesuvius. Check in to your new hotel for an overnight.

DAY 8  
NAPLES 
After breakfast, pick up at your hotel at 8:15 am approximately and panoramic tour of about 2 hours discovering the most important monuments of the lively city of Naples: the 
Cathedral with its treasure Chapel, S. Restituta Basilica, Plebiscite Square where you will admire the Royal Palace (outside) and the majestic church of St. Francesco di Paola. Drive 
to the Town Hall Square where is the New Castle built by French family of Anjou and end of the tour at Posillipo on a terrace to get the best view of the city on Naples. The tour will end 
in the city centre. Rest of the day at your leisure to continue to visit and discover by your own the beauties of this city before to spend your last night relaxing at your hotel in Naples.

DAY 9  
NAPLES 
Enjoy a final breakfast in your hotel before your tour concludes.

ROME > NAPLES ROME > NAPLES

TOURIST CATEGORY
VILLA MARIA 3
LA BOUGAINVILLE 3
CONCA D’ORO 3

TOURIST CATEGORY
VILLA MARIA 3 
LA BOUGAINVILLE 3 
CONCA D’ORO 3 
GRAND HOTEL EUROPA 3

1st CATEGORY 
MICHELANGELO 4
CAPRI 4
L’ANCORA 4

1st CATEGORY 
MICHELANGELO 4 
CAPRI 4 
L’ANCORA 4 
STARHOTEL TERMINUS 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
IMPERIAL TRAMONTANO  4S
VILLA SAN FELICE 4
PASITEA ART HOTEL 4

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR 
IMPERIAL TRAMONTANO  4S 
VILLA SAN FELICE 4 
PASITEA ART HOTEL  4 
G. HOTEL SANTA LUCIA 4

TOURIST CATEGORY
SGL  € 1.937,00
DBL   € 1.286,00
TPL   € 1.136,00

TOURIST CATEGORY
SGL  € 2.138,00
DBL   € 1.355,00
TPL   € 1.253,00

1ST CATEGORY
SGL  € 2.245,00
DBL  € 1.417,00
TPL  € 1.265,00

1ST CATEGORY
SGL  € 2.504,00
DBL   € 1.596,00
TPL   € 1.407,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
SGL  € 2.869,00
DBL  € 1.718,00
TPL  € 1.506,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
SGL  € 3.449,00
DBL   € 2.058,00
TPL   € 1.830,00

FULL DAY EXCURSION CAPRI
LUNCH IN CAPRI
VISIT OF BLUE GROTTO 
(WEATHER PERMITTING)
2 NIGHTS IN CAPRI BB

FULL DAY EXCURSION CAPRI
LUNCH IN CAPRI
VISIT OF BLUE GROTTO 
(WEATHER PERMITTING)
2 NIGHTS IN CAPRI BB
TRANSFER CAPRI HOTEL / 
POSITANO HOTEL

TRANSFER CAPRI HOTEL /
POSITANO HOTEL
2 NIGHTS IN POSITANO BB
TRANSFER POSITANO HOTEL / 
NAPLES

2 NIGHTS IN POSITANO BB
TRANSFER POSITANO HOTEL / 
NAPLES HOTEL
2 NIGHTS IN NAPLES BB
HALF DAY CITY TOUR  
OF NAPLES

+4 MEALS +4 MEALSNEW! NEW!



MINITOURS MINITOURS

Umbria – Italy’s Green Heart  

3 Days / 2 Nights Rome > Assisi > Fattoria di Vibio > Rome

HOTEL CITY 
LOC. BUCHELLA 9 DOGLIO  
MONTE CASTELLO DI VIBIO 
(PERUGIA) 

INCLUDES 
TRANSPORT
TOUR DIRECTOR DURING THE 
FIRST AND LAST DAY
PROFESSIONAL GUIDES IN 
ASSISI

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017
THURSDAY

ROME > ROME

1st CATEGORY
RESORT & SPA FATTORIA DI VIBIO

1st CATEGORY 
DBL  € 693,00
SGL AND TPL   
ON REQUEST

LUNCH IN ASSISI
2 OVERNIGHTS IN HOTEL
2 DINNERS WITH WINE 
INCLUDED
COOKING LESSON AND 
LUNCH

FREE ENTRANCE TO 
WELLNESS AREA
OUTDOOR POOL (OPEN 
FROM 1ST JUNE TO 15TH 
SEPTEMBER)

+4 MEALSNEW!

DAY 1  
ROME > ASSISI > FATTORIA DI VIBIO

Escape Italy’s busy capital for few days. Start the journey leaving Rome in a northerly direction and driving along the Tiber Valley, crossing the fertile Lazio 
and Umbria countryside. Unveil the religious architecture of this beautiful italian region while discovering its wines and local products. First stop Assisi, a 
small town in central Umbria. The town is a Unesco World Heritage Site known for the magnificent medieval architecture and for being the birthplace of 
Saint Francis. Which is why Assisi is among Italy’s most popular places of pilgrimage. You will visit the immense Basilica of San Francesco, his burial place, 
which is filled with innovative and beautiful frescoes by Giotto, Cimabue, Simone Martini and other great artists. Keep following St Francis’ life, you will 
visit the Church of St. Claire, St Francis’ birthplace, and the Townhall Square. After the lunch break, discover the Church of St. Mary of the Angels, where 
St. Francis’ died in 1226. At the end of the tour, we will lead you to the “Fattoria di Vibio”. It is located in Monte Castello Vibio, in the green heart of Umbria 
and it offers a wide range of faboulous independent cottages and comfortable rooms, all decorated in a traditional and simple Umbrian countryside style. 
All rooms have private entrances and modern facilities including free Wi-Fi. Fattoria di Vibio is the perfect place to immerse yourself in a relaxing life style 
modeled around the concept of “slow life”. At the end of the day, dine with delicious local food and wine. Overnight.

DAY 2  
FATTORIA DI VIBIO 
Start the day with a tasty Italian breakfast enjoying the spectacular views over the valley. The landscapes is really impressive! A full-service Spa, a restaurant, 
an indoor and an outdoor pool are available at this farm stay. Relax at your leisure enjoying the shade of the gardens or going for a swim in the pool. After 
some free time to relax, be ready to attend the cooking class to learn the culinary tradition of Umbria and Italy. A talented chef will let you into the secrets of 
“Umbrian” cooking and you will easily be able to recreate at home the recipes for your beloved ones. He will teach you how to prepare local and delicious 
gourmet dishes using the freshest ingredients of the season to keep your palate titillated and your body healthy! At the end of the class, you will enjoy the 
food prepared during the cooking lesson. Free afternoon at your leisure. Dinner and Overnight.

DAY 3  
FATTORIA DI VIBIO > ROME 
After a rich breakfast at the hotel, at your leisure find your own patch of peace in this enchanting oasis or take the opportunity to choose and pick other 
optional excursions to discover the beauty of Italy’s green heart before returning to Rome, where your journey will end.



MINITOURS

 An Oasis of Nature and Scents
The Cinque Terre one of the most unspoilt areas of the Mediterranean and one of the most extended 
areas in Liguria. They are a kingdom of nature and wild scents maintained as in the past.
To visit Cinque Terre means to visit five villages suspended between sea and earth, clinging on to cliffs and surrounded 
by green hill; it means to know the history of whom, for centuries, has fought against difficult land but it also means to 
taste the result of this millenarian struggle and in particular wine and produce. Visit these villages means to learn the 
culture of the drystone walls and of the vineyard, of the fishermen and of their nets, of the steep valleys and of their path. 
Who visit Cinque Terre can choose between a dive in the sea or hike on the hills, between a walk in the narrow alleys 
called “carruggi” or a ride by boat, a pilgrimage to a sanctuary or a seafood lunch. It is a landscape unique in the world 
in which man and nature live together in harmony since the beginning of time.

Cinque Terre 3 Days / 2 Nights 

La Spezia > Cinque Terre > La Spezia

HOTEL CITY 
LA SPEZIA

INCLUDES 
2 NIGHTS IN LA SPEZIA
2 DINNERS

DAY 1  
LA SPEZIA

Independent arrival in hotel. Dinner (beverages included) and overnight.

DAY 2  
LA SPEZIA

Buffet breakfast in hotel. Departure for full day excursion of the famous “ Cinque Terre” (by your own - “Cinque Terre” card).  
In the evening return to hotel. Dinner (beverages included) and overnight.

DAY 3 
LA SPEZIA

Buffet breakfast at the hotel. Independent departure.

LA SPEZIA > LA SPEZIA

+2 MEALS

1st CATEGORY
NH LA SPEZIA 4

CDH LA SPEZIA 4

THE “CINQUE TERRE” CARD: 
 
THE “CINQUE TERRE” CARD:

ACCESS TO THE “BLUE PATH”

UNLIMITED TRAIN TRIPS BETWEEN LA 
SPEZIA AND LEVANTO AND VICE VERSA

USE OF THE ECOLOGIC BUS INSIDE THE 
CINQUE TERRE FOR THE TRANSPORTATION 
OF PEOPLE AND LUGGAGE

ENTRANCE TO ALL PEDESTRIAN AND 
NATURALISTIC PATHS, NATURALISTIC 
OBSERVATION CENTRES, BIRD WATCHING 
AND BOTANIC GARDENS

ACCESS TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL 
EDUCATION CENTRE OF TORRE 
GUARDIOLA

TRAINS AND PATHS MAP, BOAT 
SCHEDULE AND INDEX OF ALL 
PRODUCTS GUARANTEED IN THE 
PARK

HIGH SEASON  
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017 
DAILY

BLACKOUT DATES 
APRIL  13TH-14TH-15TH-16TH-17TH-28TH-29TH-30TH 
MAY  31ST 
JUNE 1ST-2ND-3RD-4TH 
AUGUST 10TH-11TH-12TH-13TH-14TH-15TH

1st CATEGORY
SGL  € 388,00
DBL  € 303,00
TPL  € 243,00
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 Dante & Casanova 
Enjoy Florence, Pisa and Venice

DAY 1  
ROME > FLORENCE

Pick up at hotel from 6:45 am aprox and transfer to the train station. Departure by train at 7:50 am and arrive in Florence, where you will 
take in the sights around the city with a visit to the Duomo, the Baptistery with the bronze doors by Ghiberti, Giotto’s bell tower, Uffizi 
Gallery (inside with Skip the Line) and Piazza della Signoria. After lunch, spend the afternoon exploring the “Cradle of the Renaissance” 
on your own. Transfer to your hotel for an overnight stay.

DAY 2 
FLORENCE > PISA > FLORENCE

After breakfast at your hotel, reach the meeting point in Piazza Adua at 8:15 am (on your own) to meet the group before departing to Pisa 
at 8:30 am. Upon arrival in Pisa, you will visit Piazza dei Miracoli, the Baptistery (outside), the Cathedral (inside) and the Leaning Tower 
(outside). Return to Florence and overnight.

DAY 3  
FLORENCE > ROME

After breakfast at your hotel, enjoy some free time to do some last minute sightseeing or shopping in Florence. In the afternoon pick up from the 
hotel and transfer to the train station. Departure to Rome and arrival at the train station of Roma Termini where the tour will come to an end.

Dante 3 Days / 2 Nights

Rome > Florence > Pisa > Rome 

INCLUDES 
PICK UP AND TRANSPORT  
TO TRAIN STATION
HIGH-SPEED TRAIN TICKETS 
ROM / FLO / ROM

HIGH SEASON 
22/3/2017 - 8/7/2017 
31/8/2017 - 30/10/2017

TUESDAY, THURSDAY, SATURDAY 
EXCEPT (TOURIST, 1ST CATEGORY) 
JUNE 13TH, 15TH  

SHOULDER SEASON 
9/7/2017 - 30/8/2017
TUESDAY, THURSDAY, SATURDAY

ROME > ROME

+1 MEAL

TOURIST CATEGORY 
SGL  € 627,00 
DBL   € 474,00 
TPL  € 436,00

TOURIST CATEGORY
SGL  € 496,00
DBL   € 388,00
TPL  € 370,00

1ST CATEGORY 
SGL   € 637,00 
DBL   € 499,00 
TPL   € 456,00

1ST CATEGORY
SGL   € 518,00
DBL   € 428,00
TPL   € 399,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR 
SGL  € 669,00 
DBL  € 520,00 
TPL  € 475,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
SGL   € 655,00
DBL   € 487,00
TPL   € 453,00

SGL € 183,00
DBL  € 97,00
TPL € 57,00

SUPPLEMENT PER PERSON DURING  
THE FOLLOWING DEPARTURES: 
APRIL 8TH,11TH

MAY 23RD, 25TH, 27TH, 30TH

JUNE 1ST, 3RD,  20TH, 22ND

SEPTEMBER 23RD, 26TH, 28TH

EXCEPT (1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
MARCH 23RD, 25TH

MAY 13TH, 16TH

JUNE 13TH, 15TH

SEPTEMBER 21ST, 23RD

GUIDED TOUR PERFORMED BY 
PROFESSIONAL LOCAL GUIDES
ENTRANCE TICKETS TO UFFIZI 
MUSEUM (SKIP THE LINE)
LUNCH IN A TYPICAL 
RESTAURANT

2 NIGHTS IN FLORENCE BB
REGULAR EXCURSION TO 
PISA (5.5 HOURS)
PICK UP AND TRANSPORT 
TO TRAIN STATION IN 
FLORENCE

ROME PISAFLORENCE FLORENCE

HOTEL CITY 
FLORENCE 
 

TOURIST CATEGORY
CORONA D’ITALIA 3 

1st CATEGORY 
PALAZZO OGNISSANTI 4 

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
DE LA VILLE  4 
CALZAIUOLI  4
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Casanova 5 Days / 4 Nights

Rome > Florence > Pisa > Venice 

INCLUDES 
PICK UP AND TRANSPORT  
TO TRAIN STATION
HIGH-SPEED TRAIN TICKETS 
ROM / FLO / VCE
GUIDED TOUR PERFORMED BY 
PROFESSIONAL LOCAL GUIDES

HIGH SEASON 
20/3/2017 - 28/4/2017
28/5/2017 - 8/7/2017
29/9/2017 - 30/10/2017
TUESDAY, THURSDAY, SATURDAY 

EXCEPT (TOURIST, 1ST CATEGORY) 
JUNE 13TH, 15TH  

SHOULDER SEASON 
9/7/2017 - 27/8/2017
TUESDAY, THURSDAY, SATURDAY

ROME > VENICE

+1 MEAL

TOURIST CATEGORY 
SGL  € 935,00 
DBL   € 699,00 
TPL  € 674,00

1ST CATEGORY 
SGL   € 1.090,00 
DBL   € 813,00 
TPL   € 747,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR
SGL  € 1.489,00 
DBL  € 1.110,00 
TPL  € 980,00

1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR 
SGL  € 1.285,00 
DBL  € 949,00 
TPL  € 875,00

ENTRANCE TICKETS TO UFFIZI 
MUSEUM (WITH SKIP THE LINE)
LUNCH IN A TYPICAL 
RESTAURANT
2 NIGHTS IN FLORENCE BB
REGULAR EXCURSION TO PISA 
(5.5 HOURS)

PICK UP AND TRANSPORT TO 
TRAIN STATION IN FLORENCE
TRANSFER FROM VENICE 
RAILWAY STATION TO HOTEL
2 NIGHTS IN VENICE BB
HALF DAY REGULAR CITY 
TOUR OF VENICE

HOTEL CITY 
FLORENCE 
 
VENICE

TOURIST CATEGORY
CORONA D’ITALIA 3 

CAPRI  3 
(VENICE ISLAND)

1st CATEGORY 
PALAZZO OGNISSANTI 4 

CARLTON GRAN CANAL 4 
(VENICE ISLAND)

1st CATEGORY SUPERIOR
DE LA VILLE 4 
CALZAIUOLI 4
SAVOJA & JOLANDA 4 
(SAN MARCO AREA)

TOURIST CATEGORY 
SGL  € 1.101,00 
DBL   € 856,00 
TPL  € 779,00

1ST CATEGORY 
SGL   € 1.225,00 
DBL   € 981,00 
TPL   € 871,00

SGL € 183,00
DBL  € 97,00
TPL € 57,00

SUPPLEMENT PER PERSON DURING  
THE FOLLOWING DEPARTURES: 
 
APRIL  8TH,11TH

MAY  30TH

JUNE  1ST, 3RD,  20TH, 22ND

EXCEPT (1ST CATEGORY SUPERIOR)
MARCH 23RD, 25TH

MAY 13TH, 16TH

JUNE 13TH, 15TH

SEPTEMBER 21ST, 23RD

DAY 1  
ROME > FLORENCE

Pick up at hotel from 6:45 am aprox and transfer to the train station. Departure by train at 7:50 am and arrive in Florence, where you will take in 
the sights around the city with a visit to the Duomo, the Baptistery with the bronze doors by Ghiberti, Giotto’s bell tower, Uffizi Gallery (inside with 
Skip the Line) and Piazza della Signoria. After lunch, spend the afternoon exploring the “Cradle of the Renaissance” on your own. Transfer to your 
hotel for an overnight stay.

DAY 2  
FLORENCE > PISA > FLORENCE

After breakfast at your hotel, reach the meeting point in Piazza Adua at 8:15 am (on your own) to meet the group before departing to Pisa at 8:30 am. 
Upon arrival in Pisa, you will visit Piazza dei Miracoli, the Baptistery (outside), the Cathedral (inside) and the Leaning Tower (outside). Return to 
Florence and overnight.

DAY 3  
FLORENCE > VENICE

Breakfast at the hotel. Morning at leisure. In the early afternoon, transfer from the hotel to the railway station to take the high-speed train to 
Venice. Upon arrival you will be transferred to your hotel. Afternoon free. Overnight stay.

DAY 4  
VENICE

After breakfast at your hotel, meet at 8:45 am under the clock tower in St. Mark’s Square, near the “Yex” exchange office for the walking tour that 
starts at 9:00 am. With the group, you will surely be amazed by the enormity of the Piazza and the Cathedral, before going next door to Doge’s 
Palace (exterior only), a symbol of the glory and authority of Venice as it once housed the residence of the Dukes, the seat of government and the 
Court of Justice. Nearby, you will see the legendary Bridge of Sighs. Spend the afternoon at your leisure, crossing bridges and canals in the most 
romantic city in the world. Overnight stay. 

DAY 5  
VENICE

Breakfast at the hotel. End of our services.

TOP HIGH SEASON 
29/4/2017 - 27/5/2017
28/8/2017 - 28/9/2017

HIGH SEASON 
20/3/2017 - 8/7/2017
28/8/2017 - 30/10/2017
TUESDAY, THURSDAY, SATURDAY

TOURIST CATEGORY
SGL  € 1.197,00 
DBL   € 952,00 
TPL  € 875,00

1ST CATEGORY 
SGL   € 1.321,00 
DBL   € 1.077,00 
TPL   € 964,00

SUPPLEMENT PER PERSON DURING 
THE FOLLOWING DEPARTURES:
MAY   23RD, 25TH, 27TH 
SEPTEMBER 23RD, 26TH, 28TH

SGL € 183,00
DBL  € 97,00
TPL € 57,00
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Unforgettable 
spiritual experiences

ROME SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDOPADRE PIO

Spiritual Tour 3 Days / 2 Nights 

Rome > Foggia > San Giovanni Rotondo > Rome

HOTEL CITY 
SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO

INCLUDES 
2 NIGHTS IN SAN GIOVANNI  
ROTONDO BB (HOTEL GRAND  
PARADISO 4* / HOTEL FINI 3*)

HIGH SEASON 
1/4/2017 - 31/10/2017
DAILY

DAY 1  
ROME > SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO

Board a train from Rome Termini to Foggia, where you will meet your private car and driver, who will take you to your hotel in San Giovanni 
Rotondo, home of the Shrine of Padre Pio (opportunity to stop at Monte Sant’Angelo with a supplement). Settle in to your hotel to rest up 
for the day ahead.

DAY 2  
SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO

After breakfast at your hotel, spend the day exploring this fascinating city on your own. From July 28, 1916 until his death on September 23, 
1968, Padre Pio, famous for his stigmata, called San Giovanni Rotondo his home. The miracle of his stigmata was recognized by the Pope 
after the approval of the three commissions canonically required. The Medical Consultations of the Congregation for the Causes of Saints 
examined the case, and with a unanimous vote judged it “scientifically inexplicable.” On June 16, 2002 John Paul II declared Padre Pio a 
Saint of the Catholic Church. Millions of people exulted with joy and participated in the ceremony at Saint Peter’s Square. His body was 
exhumed in March of 2009 and displayed at Santa Maria delle Grazie shrine, where it stayed until September 2009. After this intense day, 
return to your hotel for some well-earned rest.

DAY 3  
SAN GIOVANNI ROTONDO > ROME

Enjoy breakfast at your hotel before your private car takes you back to Foggia train station, where you will depart to Rome for the conclusion 
of your tour.

ROME > ROME

 
PRIVATE TRANSFER 
BY CAR FOGGIA / SAN 
GIOVANNI ROTONDO / 
FOGGIA

HIGH-SPEED TRAIN TICKETS 
ROME/FOGGIA & FOGGIA/ROME 
IN 2ND CLASS

TOURIST CATEGORY
SGL   € 468,00
DBL   € 331,00
TPL   € 281,00

1ST CATEGORY
SGL   € 543,00
DBL   € 393,00
TPL   € 339,00

TOURIST CATEGORY
 FINI 3

1ST CATEGORY
GRAN PARADISO 4


